
PART A
SWAY VINE  DTS  DT(xif)  DT (ots)  DTS  RS  DTS  DTS  RS (moving left)
L       R            R               R     LR  L        R     LR
2 FLEA FLICKERS  DT (up)  DTS  DT (up)  DTS
L       L             R            R
ROCKING CHAIR  DTS  BRUSH (up)  DTS  RS (1/2 turn left)
L       R            R               R     LR  L        R     LR
      *****REPEAT ABOVE BACK TO FACE FRONT*****

PART B
GHOSTBUSTER  DTS  DT (xif)  DT (ots)  STEP  STEP  STEP  STEP  KICK  DTS  RS (full right)
L       R            R                 R       L        R         L          R       R      LR
2 BASICS  DTS  RS  DTS  RS
L       RL   R    LR
GHOSTBUSTER  DTS  DT (xif)  DT (ots)  STEP  STEP  STEP  STEP  KICK  DTS  RS (full right)
L       R            R                 R       L        R         L          R       R      LR
2 DOUBLE STEPS  DTS  DTS  L       R
Samantha  DTS  DTS (xif)  DRAG  STEP  DRAG  STEP  RS  DTS  DTS  RS
L       R                 R           L
STEP AND PAUSE  STEP………………STEP………………
L                                R

BRIDGE
CRAZY LEGS &  DTS (b)  DTS (b)  DTS (b)  DTS (b)  DTS  RS  DTS  RS
2 BASICS  L       R            R              L       R     LR  L       R     LR

PART A*
SAME AS PART A EXCEPT ADD
4 BASICS  DTS  RS  DTS  RS  DTS  RS  DTS  RS  (1/4 turn on each)
L       RL    R    LR   L     RL    R    LR

PART C
WINDMILL  DTS  DT (xif)  DT (ots)  BRUSH (b-around)  BRUSH (b-around)  BRUSH (up)  DTS  RS
L       R            R               R     LR  L        R     LR
SLUR BASIC  DTS  SLUR-STEP  DTS  RS (moving left)
L       R            R               R               R               R               R               R
CHAIN  DTS  RS  RS  RS (1/2 turn right)
R       LR  LR  LR
      *****REPEAT ABOVE BACK TO FACE FRONT*****

PART D
2 COUNTRY BASICS  DT (up)  DTS  RS  KICK  DT(up)  DTS  RS  KICK
L              L    RL    R        R             R     LR   L
KARATE KICK  DTS  KICK (back-1/2 left)  STEP  KICK
L       R            R               R
FANCY DOUBLE  DTS  DTS  RS  RS
L       R     LR  LR
      *****REPEAT ABOVE BACK TO FACE FRONT*****

PART D*
DO THE COUNTRY BASICS AND KARATE TURN. TURN THE FANCY DOUBLE TO FACE FRONT.
ADD: 4 STEPS……… PAUSE……… 2 STEPS